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Horse Info Genetics FS 
Rating FS Comments CHI Heart Conclusion

Unnamed 
 Drumette x 

Tapizar
 06 Apr 2016 

Colt

Dirt/Turf 1-

Lacks scope, rather long body, 
slightly short between forelimb and 

hip and good hind limb shape. 
Grade 1 quality, borderline to 

graded.

117
A nice heart and considering he is by Tapizar, it is not too big. 

This is a Grade 1 capable cardio. 

This is a Grade 1 capable colt on the data in this evaluation.  He has 
some issues to his shape which could drop his Foto rating to Priority 2 
if he grows in the wrong direction.  However, if he grows the right way, 

he will more solidly hit the Grade 1 standard on shape. 

EAS Notes: CHI stands for Classic Heart Index.  This is a number from 1 to 140 that represents the suitability of a colt's heart to the three year old Classic races.  A CHI over 100 is typically Graded Stakes capable but 
the hearts that score closer to 120 or greater are better suited to races like the Kentucky Derby.  

The FotoSelect® conformation evaluation rates horses on a score of 1 to 5 with Priority 1 being Grade 1 capable.  Priority 2 is Graded Stakes capable, Priority 3 is Listed Stakes, Priority 4 is Allowance/Claiming and 
Priority 5 is Claiming.  A plus or minus sign indicates that the horse is close to the higher rating (plus sign) or the lower rating (minus sign).  However, each individual needs to be evaluated as it grows to determine it's 
Priority rating at that time.  Some horses do not grow along traditional population growth graphs so it is always best to evaluate the individual as he grows to determine his potential level of racing performance.  
In any given year, 75-90% of Grade 1 winners are rated Priority 1 by FotoSelect® as yearlings. 


